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Buyer,
Newsletter Editor.
Ian Little, Treasurer.

Tuesday November 8, 4.00 pm at St Peter’s Hall,corner Draper and Hodgson Streets, Ocean Grove.

“Travelling with your Devices”
The topic for this meeting is “Travelling with your devices - Macbook,
iPhone, iPod and iPad”.
Short presentations by various members will lead into Group
discussion.

iOS 5 & iCloud Arrive

Pat Hollis, Secretary &
Membership.
Jürgen Gross, BMUG
Assist Co-ordinator,
Help Desk Co-ordinator.
Greg Melville, Hall &
Equipment Co-ordinator.
Prue Paterson,
Web Manager.
Peter Oakley,
Membership Assist.
With assistance from:
Dick Brown, Intermediate
Group Co-ordinator.

Last Meeting - October 11
The October Meeting was devoted to learning about some of the favourite Apps used by our members. To
purchase Apps, your computer must be authorised with iTunes and you must either have your credit card
registered or insert the code from an iTunes gift card. The iTunes gift cards can be purchased at a number of
places including Supermarkets, Target etc. Discounted iTunes Gift cards can be obtained by checking on the
following site: http://www.giftcardsonsale.com.au/

Some of the favourite free Apps mentioned:
“iBooth” - for fun; “Dragon Dictation” - allows you to dictate a memo and then send it as an email. You can cut & paste
& insert punctuation; “Chalk” - drawing fun for children; “Zite” - current news articles from anywhere which can be saved,
shared, or emailed; “Tunein Radio” - radio from anywhere in the World and music able to be recorded; The Age newspaper - the light
blue App is free (there is also another one you pay for); “Viber” - for free phone calls and texts on iPhone and iPad.
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Balance of our Program for 2011
December:
Show & Tell, followed by our Christmas Breakup.
If you have something of interest relating to Apple/
Mac products or Software, this is your opportunity to
make a presentation.

iPhone 4S released October 14:
Devotees waiting patiently to purchase at an Apple Shop!

Will it become the bestselling device ever and
lure people to ditch rival phones?
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25 Years of Mac: Product Timeline 1983 - 2008

How many of these have you had?
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More Apps featured at our October
Meeting:
The following is a sample of the Video Tutorials which can be
purchased from the Apps store.
David Dixon screened excerpts from some of these Tutorials
and they were well received as being excellent value for money.
Each one contains over one hour of video material divided into
many easy to absorb sections.

Television in transit - but not for Geelong
District!
True free-to-air portable TV arrives for Australian viewers
In the Age Green
Guide of 22nd
September Garry
Barker wrote about a
small device that
enabled an iPad to
receive normal
digital television
broadcasts.
The device, produced by Elgato and called "Tivizen" is smaller than
a mobile phone and fits easily into a shirt pocket.
It has a small extendable antenna about four inches long, several
LED indicators and a rechargeable battery reported to have 3 - 4
hours life.
Through the antenna it collects the TV signal and transmits it by WiFi to the iPad. No cable connections are required.
All this looked great and I had visions of sitting outside on a warm
summer day, sipping a drink and watching the cricket.
I decided to try it out, alas, living in the shadow of the Newtown hill
there was no reception at all.
I made my way to the top of the hill and set it to scan for available
channels. All I could get was the three SBS channels and a couple of
radio channels. A disaster, so I moved to the Ceres Lookout with
exactly the same result.
There was no reception in East Geelong when the gadget was
returned.
What a disappointment, it is a great idea and apparently works well
when closer to a transmitter.

Contributed by James Strachan
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The Macintosh and me: A long love affair:
Contributed by Roy Hay - a remote member
The Macintosh 128K, !
!
!
Released Jan 24 1984,
Introductory price $2,494.00 USD,
Discontinued Oct. 1 1985.

!

!

The death of Steve Jobs and the outpouring of interest in the man and his machines sent me scurrying back to my old diaries to find when I first got
involved with an Apple Macintosh. Jobs launched the first Macintosh in 1984, an interesting year in George Orwell’s calendar, and there on Thursday 15
November 1984 is my cryptic entry, simply ‘Macintosh 10.30 am’. For the following several months my boss at Deakin University allowed myself and a colleague,
John Craig, to play with the new computers to the point where we understood what they could and could not do. It was clear that the pair of us were besotted by
the new technology but the upside was that once we could see their value to the school, and in particular the secretarial staff, who were under severe pressure to
cope with the flood of course and research material being produced by the academic staff, we could assist those who were coming new to personal computing to
cope with the transition.
The early Macs and Mac Pluses were transportable, though only just, so I supplemented them with a Tandy TRS-80, which was about the size of a modern laptop.
It had 32 kilobytes of memory and a tiny screen on which you could only see three or four lines, yet I could do a day’s note-taking in the library or write half a
dozen stories for the Geelong Advertiser on it. With the latter I could dial into the paper’s computer and send my story at 40 baud, which was very, very slow. But
with untimed local calls this was not an issue. The material on the Tandy could be downloaded to my Mac at home and from there on to a single-sided floppy
disk that could go in my pocket when I cycled to work. We thought we were the bees knees at the time as very few people had computers that were intuitive to
work with and did not require the intervention of computer-speaking technical geeks (though this word had not joined the language at the time).
There is a Macwrite document on the Mac Plus I store in our granny flat which has the results of the World Cup qualification games involving Scotland in 1985
including the two games with Australia which I saw. That was the year my wife’s father died in October, and our son Ross was already in the United Kingdom
with the Victorian Under-13 Country Region team which played and trained in four countries. After the funeral in the north of Scotland the news came through
that Australia was going to play the first leg of the play-offs at Hampden Park on 20 November. So there was a mad scramble to rearrange our tickets so that we
could go to the game. Then we flew back and I saw the second leg at Olympic Park on 4 December. Scotland won on aggregate, but that was probably the tipping
point for me as I changed my allegiance from the country of my birth to the place where I was already a citizen.
All this was recorded now on computer and though a colleague once told me I wanted to be at the cutting edge of obsolescence, I continued to update my Macs at
regular intervals. I bought an SE30 in 1990 and thought I had the best Mac ever, something I still believed until I got a 27” iMac for my desktop and a Macbook
Air as my portable machine in recent times. The former let me have two full pages open side by side and made editing a breeze for my wife. The latter reduced
the curvature of my spine when I was carrying laptop, printer, scanner, camera, binoculars and associated power cords and transformers around when I went
travelling or to football matches. Strangely enough the Mac which is missing from the line of machines I have owned is that SE30 which I took to Cairns for our
grandson many years ago. I must see if I can find one at a swap meet or old computer sale. I wonder if there are any members of the Bellarine Mac Users Group
who have one they are prepared to part with?

Editors Note:
Roy works under the name of “Sports and Editorial Services Australia” and you can view his website at: www.sesasport.com.au.
!

!

!

!

!
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Snow Leopard - Vs - OS X Lion

Even though I like most of Apple's touchpad gestures, the changes in
Lion had me occasionally cursing the screen.
For example, "show desktop," which used to work reliably with a
simple four-finger upward flick, no longer exists, (rather, multiple
fingers up now launches Mission Control), replaced by a clumsy
pinching action: Hold your thumb and three fingers on the touchpad
and "spread" them to push windows out of the way. It's slower, and
seems to work only 50% of the time, the other 50% "accidentally"
conjuring Mission Control. Alas, Apple doesn't allow you to reassign
the "show desktop" gesture, so you're stuck.

Why I tried OS X Lion and then reverted back to Snow
Leopard:
LaunchPad: I found it to be pretty ineffectual and almost redundant
Members who have installed Lion seem to be very impressed, and why
not, it has over 250 new features, and only costs around $30.00.
It has the ability to remember things if and when your system should
crash.

and instead I tended to use the right hand side of the Dock.

There were also the inevitable launch bugs. For example, Safari's
window scrolling in Lion sometimes bogged down, each tab juddering
to an almost-stop, with crippling delays when swishing each page up
or down, rendering the browser all but unusable. And iCal suddenly
In my view this new Operating System is attempting to turn your started throwing up annoying errors it never used to. I also found
iMac or laptop into an iPad by making the interface more like
myself without a printer as Canon had not updated all their Drivers to
allow some of their printers to work with Lion.
iOS!

What about the new interaction acclimation curve?
Apple appears to want to force everyone into its touch-based iOS world
with the introduction of one interface to rule them all!
In Lion's case, that means pretending your mouse pointer is literally your
OS
X Li
fingertip and reversing the way the screen scrolls up or down.
o
10.7
.2 no n Updat To me, it appears as though Apple may to be leaning towards "one-sizesupp
e
w
orts
fits-all", and this is of concern, especially when you consider that the
iClo
ud
current interface gulf between an iPhone or iPad and a laptop or desktop
is quite extensive.
Mission Control: The replacement for Expose, lets you grapple with a
cluttered desktop by zooming out and re-ordering things categorically. It
is definitely handy if you're in love with with the new full-screen app
interface, but actually more confusing if you're accustomed to Expose's
cleaner non-categorical look.

In summary, OS X Lion felt clumsier to me than either Leopard or
Snow Leopard when they were launched.
I believe that Apple is attempting to gently move us collectively
towards its iOS way of thinking.
Don’t get me wrong, there is a lot I liked about OS X Lion, but at this
stage I have decided to remain with Snow Leopard until Apple releases
a few more upgrades for OS X Lion, which should fix the glitches
which I experienced when I trialled the new Operating System.

!

!

!

Editors Note:

!

!

!

!

Peter Baldwin

Since writing this article, Update 10.7.1 was released on 16th August
2011. Some of the issues addressed in the Update included
unresponsiveness when playing a video in Safari, audio not playing
when using HDMI or optical audio out, Wi-Fi connection reliability,
I chose to disable the default "show Dashboard as a space" option, which
problems with data and settings migration to a new Mac running OS X
places your widgets over a dimpled unimpressive background. I did this
Lion, and an issue with admin user accounts going missing after
because I use widgets, for example, like the Dashboard calculator, while
upgrading to OS X Lion.
still viewing numbers within apps visible on the desktop (which, I
Update 10.7.2 was released on 16th October 2011, and adds various
thought, was Dashboard’s main purpose).
security updates together with iCloud support.
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Five Reasons to buy the new iPhone 4S
!

1. Siri
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It is a voice-controlled Personal Assistant that will read your
texts and let you reply by dictation. You can use it to find
nearby restaurants or even
navigate that nasty calendar App.
It is absolute genius. Apple have
definitely been very clever here in
that they have tied it down to the
4S, as opposed to making it a
standard feature of iOS 5.

a
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3. 1080p Video:
Even though the iPhone 4 already has 720p HD
video, the true HD enthusiasts amongst us will
appreciate just how powerful 1080p really
is.However, the most outstanding feature, in my
opinion, is the image stabilisation features that are now built in,
making full use of the iPhone 4S’ gyroscope to make sure your
beautiful true HD videos aren’t marred by rubbish camerawork.

4. The A5 Chip:
The A5 chip is dual-core which means games will run
smoother and look more life-like and generally the whole phone
will feel that little bit more awesome. Because the A5 chip is so
power-efficient, the battery life is outstanding.
!

!

5. iOS 5 and iCloud:

iOS 5 provides easier ways to do everything and brings over 200
new features to iPhone 4S.
iCloud stores your music, photos, apps, mail, contacts, calendars,
documents, and more. And wirelessly pushes them to all your
devices. It’s automatic, effortless, and seamless. And it just works!

What’s the Verdict?

2. The camera:
Other smartphone owners have been amazed by the iPhone’s
new camera. What once was slightly laughable is now a serious
contender for those photography buffs who are too lazy to carry around
an iPhone and their DSLR.
Don’t let those 8 megapixels fool you into thinking this still is not a
serious photo-taking device.
Apple states that it is all in the optics and many reviewers seem to
agree.

If you’re in the market to buy a new iPhone, spending the extra on a
4S compared with a discounted iPhone 4 would probably be a wise
long term investment. This new phone is an impressive upgrade
and the extra grunt lies in the foundation for a new generation of
Apps and services.

Peter Baldwin
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Take Control of Trouble-Shooting

your

Mac - Second Edition

Take Control of Spotlight for
finding anything on your Mac

Author: Joe Kissell
!
!
!

Publisher: TidBits Publishing,Inc.!
Pub. Date: June 2011
Pages: 110, ebook-PDF format - $10.00

The 17 basic troubleshooting procedures you will learn, along with the
reasons why they can help, are:
Restart your Mac; Force-quit an application; Start up from another
volume; Run disk-repair utilities; Erase and restore from backup;
Repair permissions; Start up in safe mode; Turn off login items; Check
preference files; Reset PMU, SMU, SMC, NVRAM, or PRAM; Use
Activity Monitor; Check free disk space; Check log files; Clear caches;
Check your RAM; Test for reproducibility & Get system information.

The Author also explains how to solve 15 common problems,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your computer won't turn on
Your computer keeps turning itself off
You experience repeated kernel panics
Your Mac is abnormally slow
You can't empty the Trash
An application grinds to a halt
An application crashes
The keyboard or mouse doesn't work
You lose your Internet connection
Printing doesn't work
Spotlight searches fail
Keychain (seemingly) forgets passwords
Apple Mail fails to connect
Time Machine misbehaves
A volume won't unmount

Author: Sharon Zardetto
!
!
!

Publisher: TidBits Publishing,Inc.!
Pub. Date: September 2011
Pages: 158, ebook-PDF format - $15.00

No matter how carefully you organise files and folders on your
Mac, it’s easy to lose important items. This book shows you how
to aim Apple’s Spotlight quickly and precisely, and stop you
rummaging around in the darkness of your hard disk.
The book outlines how Spotlight indexes your data and the
"grammar" behind Spotlight searches. You will discover the many
ways you can start Spotlight searches: the magnifying glass in the
menu bar, the search field in Finder windows or the Open and
Save dialogs, a keyboard shortcut, a contextual menu, or the
customised and saved searches you’ve made for yourself.
You then move on to learning how to find exactly what you're
looking for using keyword searches, multiple-criteria searches,
Boolean searches, and more. You will also learn the most valuable
lesson about Spotlight, which Apple has never shared, which is
how to search directly using Spotlight's internal search language,
making even complex searches quick and easy.
Searches aren't just about finding lost files, they're also useful for
selecting a set of matching files to work on. For example, you can
do things like find every GarageBand song in the key of E-flat.
Go to “oreilly.com” and you can purchase these two Ebooks
for the price of one by using the Discount Code DSUG2
Peter Baldwin
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iTwin allows you to share files
with PCs securely over the web

Daily Mac App: iProcrastinate
Free
Category: Productivity

iTwin has added official public
Mac compatibility to its innovative
file sharing USB stick that allows
users to transfer or share files
across Macs or PCs no matter
where they are in the world. After
selecting which files to share users
can simply plug one half of an
iTwin into a Mac and the other into
a PC. As long as both computers are
connected to the Internet, users can
access the files from anywhere in
the world, no matter if the PC is in
China and the Mac is in Mexico.
Think of the iTwin as you own personal cloud storage solution,
without actually storing anything on remote servers. All files remain
on the local machines. The files are shared securely over a AES-256
encrypted connection and there is no limit to the amount of files you
can share. You can share your entire 4 TB hard drive if you want.
And since no files are stored on the iTwin itself, the moment you
unplug it from a host computer all your files are only available on
the local machines themselves. Best of all, there is only a single
upfront cost for the iTwin. There are no subscription fees or paying
for additional storage.
The iTwin, now with Snow Leopard and Lion compatibility is
available for US$99.

!

!

!

!

!

!

Peter Baldwin

Updated: Aug 04, 2011
Version: 1.4.5
Size: 3.9 MB
Requirements: Mac OS X 10.6 or later

Most of us have a love-hate affair with task management apps. We
hate the fact that we have to use them, but love the fact that some of
them really help us get stuff done. iProcrastinate, a free task manager
for the Mac aims to fall into the love category.
iProcrastinate helps you avoid its namesake by making creating and
completing tasks very simple. You've got your standard to do-style
tasks with colourful check boxes and stars for more important tasks.
There's a rating system for how urgent a particular task is, but there's
9

also the ability to mark a task as in progress, which a lot of simpler
task managers don't provide.
Each task can be sorted into "Subjects" that act as collections, so
you can categorise your tasks. The tasks themselves can be
divided into steps, which allows you to create an overall task
and still detail what needs to be done and check it off as you
go -- something really useful for packing a suitcase for
instance.
Repeating tasks are available if there's a certain job that
needs doing once a week, month or year and you want it to
pop-up automatically. You can also set dates for your tasks,
so if you know you have to do a certain task next Monday,
you can go ahead and program it in before you forget.
!

!

!

!

Peter Baldwin

!

Multi-function Docking (Card Reader + USB Hub +
Cradle + AV Out) for iPad
USBFever: One of the most prolific creators of iOS
accessories has launched the $93 Multi-Function
Dock for iPad which acts as a compact charging/
syncing cradle for your tablet, but it can also
output video from your iOS device to your TV and
serve as a handy USB hub and memory-card
reader for your computer. The dock is compatible
with both generations of iPad, as well as the most
recent generations of iPhone and iPod.
!

!

!

!

Peter Baldwin

Congratulations to Kay Adamson, the lucky winner of last
Month’s door prize, supplied by macProVideo.com. It is a 1-month
“Core Library Pass”, valued at $25 USD. The Pass provides instant
access to macProVideo.com’s Online Tutorial Library, and it comes
in an attractive fold out box.

Apple PC competitors
request price drop
from Intel
Intel is facing increasing pressure from its
retail partners to lower the price of its new line of Ultrabook
notebooks.
Manufacturers like Acer are now asking Intel to reduce the cost of
the CPU to help lower the final price of the device. Recently, Intel's
hardware partners asked the chip maker to reduce the cost of the
Ultrabook by 50%. Intel
refused.
Ultrabook is Intel's new name
for a class of full-performance
laptops in ultra-slim cases,
designed to compete with the
MacBook Air, but
manufacturers know that they
need to get their price below
$1,000.00 to be competitive.
Intel's game plan for the Ultrabook involves three waves of
products, the first of which was recently launched featuring Sandy
Bridge Core i5 and i7 processors.
Following generations will have more computing power plus
longer battery life according to Intel's roadmap.
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Steve Jobs:
Quotes on Life & Death
LIFE:
“Creativity is just connecting things.
When you ask creative people how they did something, they feel a
little guilty because they didn’t really do it, they just saw something.
It seemed obvious to them after a while. That’s because they were
able to connect experiences they’ve had and synthesise new things.
And the reason they were able to do that was that they’ve had more
experiences or they have thought more about their experiences than
other people.”
!

!

!

!

!

!

(Wired, 1996)

“I’m an optimist in the sense that I believe humans are noble and
honourable, and some of them are really smart. I have a very
optimistic view of individuals. As individuals, people are inherently
good. I have a somewhat more pessimistic view of people in groups.
And I remain extremely concerned when I see what’s happening in
our country, which is in many ways the luckiest place in the world.
We don’t seem to be excited about making our country a better place
for our kids.”
!

!

!

!

!

!

(Wired, 1996)

“I think if you do something and it turns out pretty good, then you
should go do something else wonderful, not dwell on it for too long.
Just figure out what’s next.”
!

!

!

!

!

(NBC Nightly News, 2006)

“Your time is limited, so don’t waste it living someone else’s life.
Don’t be trapped by dogma — which is living with the results of
other people’s thinking. Don’t let the noise of others’ opinions drown
out your own inner voice. And most important, have the courage to
follow your heart and intuition. They somehow already know what
you truly want to become. Everything else is secondary.”
!

!

!

!

DEATH:
“When I was 17, I read a quote that went something like: “If you
live each day as if it was your last, someday you’ll most certainly
be right.” It made an impression on me, and since then, for the
past 33 years, I have looked in the mirror every morning and
asked myself: “If today were the last day of my life, would I
want to do what I am about to do today?” And whenever the
answer has been “No” for too many days in a row, I know I need
to change something.
“Remembering that I’ll be dead soon is the most important tool
I’ve ever encountered to help me make the big choices in life.
Because almost everything — all external expectations, all pride,
all fear of embarrassment or failure — these things just fall away
in the face of death, leaving only what is truly important.
Remembering that you are going to die is the best way I know to
avoid the trap of thinking you have something to lose. You are
already naked. There is no reason not to follow your heart.”
!

!

!

(Speech at Stanford University, 2005)

“No one wants to die.
Even people who
want to go to heaven
don’t want to die to
get there. And yet
death
is
the
destination we all
share. No one has
ever escaped it. And
that is as it should be,
because Death is very likely the single best invention of Life. It is
Life’s change agent. It clears out the old to make way for the new.
!

!

!

(Speech at Stanford University, 2005)

(Speech at Stanford University, 2005)
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DESIGN:

Steve Jobs:
Quotes on Technology
TECHNOLOGY:
"I read a study that measured the efficiency
of locomotion for various species on the
planet. The condor used the least energy to
move a kilometre. Humans came in with a
rather unimpressive showing about a third of
the way down the list....That didn't look so good, but then someone at
Scientific American had the insight to test the efficiency of locomotion
for a man on a bicycle and a man on a bicycle blew the condor away.
That's what a computer is to me: the computer is the most remarkable
tool that we've ever come up with. It's the equivalent of a bicycle for
our minds."
!
!
!
(Documentary ‘Memory and Imagination’ 1990)
"These technologies can make life easier, can let us touch people we
might not otherwise. You may have a child with a birth defect and be
able to get in touch with other parents and support groups, get
medical information, the latest experimental drugs. These things can
profoundly influence life. I'm not downplaying that. But it's a
disservice to constantly put things in this radical new light— that it's
going to change everything. Things don't have to change the world to
be important.''
!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!
(Wired, 1996)

!

!

!

!

!

“Every once in a while a revolutionary product comes along that
changes everything. … One is very fortunate if you get to work on
just one of these in your career. Apple’s been very fortunate it’s been
able to introduce a few of these into the world.”
!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!
!
!
(iPhone Announcement, 2007)

!

!

!

"In most people's vocabularies, design means veneer. It's interior
decorating. It's the fabric of the curtains and the sofa. But to me,
nothing could be further from the meaning of design. Design is
the fundamental soul of a man-made creation that ends up
expressing itself in successive outer layers of the product or
service.''
!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!
!
!
(Fortuned Magazine, 2000)

"Design is not just what it looks like. Design is how it works."
!

!

!

!

!

(New York Times, 2003)

BUSINESS:
"My model for business is The Beatles. They were four guys who
kept each other's kind of negative tendencies in check. They
balanced each other and the total was greater than the sum of the
parts. That's how I see business: great things in business are
never done by one person, they're done by a team of people."
!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!
!
(60 Minutes, 2003)

!

"That's been one of my mantras — focus and simplicity. Simple
can be harder than complex: You have to work hard to get your
thinking clean to make it simple. But it's worth it in the end
because once you get there, you can move mountains."
!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!

!
!
!
(BusinessWeek, 1998)

!

The new Apple Campus
in Cupertino - USA.
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The Joy of Tech is reprinted with the permission of
Nitrozac & Snaggy

This is my first report as President of BMUG.
It is a privilege to serve as President for the 2011/12 year.
We have a very talented and enthusiastic committee who are
working tirelessly on providing you the members with a
program that hopefully meets with your interests.
It is important that you give your committee feedback both
good and not so good so we can plot a path that meets your
needs. It is very unfortunate if a member decides not to
renew their membership because we failed to provide a
program that included things they were passionate about
when we may very well have been able to accommodate
those items.
We already have a number of ideas for next year that are in
their infancy including inter club visits, residential
workshops and competitions.
If anyone would like to go to the AUSOM Christmas
breakup let me know at our meeting on Tuesday 8th, as we
have all been invited.
We are continuing the theme of Apps at this meeting. We
hope you will find it interesting.
I look forward to seeing you all there.

!

!

!

!

!

!

David Dixon
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Special Interest Group
Green Apples Report
It’s quite some time since there’s been sounds from the Orchard, so I thought I’d put digits to
keyboard and tell you all what we’ve been up to for the last year. We have 23 people who
have attended the twice a month Tuesday sessions at Portarlington, with an average group
of 8 GA’s per session. Seven of us have notched up double figures on the register with yours
truly being the best attender with 20. ( I have to be there as we meet at our house)

to forgetfulness or senior’s moments, but because we follow our
noses in the never ending quest for answers.
Anyone who regularly starts up a computer will know that while
they do often answer questions they are also likely to create many
more. In a rough approximation of a Mongol Horde we charge
into Safari, Google, YouTube, The Apple web site, Help Menus,
Manufacturers web sites and we’ve even been known to open a
Manual or two, in the continuing search for answers. In other
words for two hours twice a month we enjoy ourselves and go
away knowing a bit more than we knew before. It’s lighthearted
and usually helpful.

!

Tuesday 1st November, 2011.
The first session with the
ceiling mounted projector and
the wall mounted screen.

Green Apples have been meeting together since December 2008 and over that period have
developed into a friendly band of Mac users. The level of our skills is gradually creeping up
and an atmosphere of group help pervades the sessions. New areas are boldly entered and
old ones revisited. So we manage to keep up with developments and also re-enforce skills of
the more popular software on the Mac.
Each session starts with an email from me on Friday or Saturday reminding GA’s of the
meeting and suggesting a topic for the day. This topic is by way of a back up, as we always
start with any questions and/or problems that have raised their heads in the previous two
weeks. Many sessions end without the suggested topic even being looked at. This is not due

A great photo-montage by Neil using Pixelmator.

As nominal leader of this bi-monthly expedition and a Mac user
for more years than I care to remember it’s really gratifying when
someone brings along something they’ve created, found out or just
plain got right.
This year we’ve covered a huge range of topics, DVD making,
slideshows in both iPhoto and iMovie and even briefly in Keynote,
adding soundtracks using Garageband, converting vinyl LP’s and
cassette tapes to digital music files for iTunes. We’ve also had a
session on scanning and another on printing, we had a look at
Security and using Sophos to protect our Mac’s from invading
Malware. We had one of our regular looks at System Preferences
and a refresh on File saving, Folder creation and organisation of
the Home Folder. In fact we’ll tackle anything and if we start out
knowing nothing about a subject after two hours hard work at the
screen-face we’ll finish up knowing a bit more than we did when
we started, which is all you can ask for.

!

Dick, for Green Apples.
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Library Report:

!
!

Also on order for the LibrarySteve Jobs by Walter Isaacson

Mac OS X Lion the Missing Manual
by David Pogue
Publisher: O'Reilly Media/Pogue Press

Mac OS X Lion: Visual
Quickstart Guide
by Maria Langer

Walter Isaacson has done an excellent job of
narrating Steve Jobs' life story from birth to
his last days, and really gives an insight
into his personality, the remarkable man
obsessed with perfection and also the man
with his human fallacies. Overall the book is extremely well
written and Isaacson explains certain events of SJ's early
days nicely to emphasise how these incidents shaped the
man who came to build the largest corporation in the world
today.

For those members who want to read more about
what Steve Jobs really taught the Consumer
Electronics Industry Go To : http://hometheaterreview.com/what-steve-jobs-

really-taught-the-consumer-electronics-industry/

Publisher: Peachpit Press

Peter Baldwin
These two publications were previously reviewed in our September
Newsletter. They are now available to borrow from the Library.

Email Peter....

The David Pogue Missing Manual can be purchased direct from O’Reilly
Publishing and members receive a discount of 40% for hard copy or 50% for
an ebook. Just use the code DSUG. !
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The Bellarine Mac User Group aims to be a Club for Apple beginners, long time users and experts to get together
for the purpose of sharing ideas, insights, awareness, enthusiasm, and informational savvy.
We are devoted to learning and sharing information and knowledge about all things Apple. If you are a Mac user,
iPad user, iPhone user or are thinking about becoming one this group is for you!
We fully understand and share the apprehension that a beginner might feel as he or she first gets in front of their Mac.
We have members with fears, who ask “stupid” questions, that are not really stupid. They are only exploring the boundaries of their
understanding and knowledge of a skill they have only just begun to appreciate.

Email Peter....

We encourage all Apple Mac users to explore, investigate, examine, research and check out what their Apple device is able to do for them.
We also study ways in which we can help the knowledge base to be expanded and enjoyed by all our members.
We visit numerous Applications that will assist and increase your knowledge of the vast expanse of the capabilities of the various Apple
devices.
Whilst doing all this, we endeavour to have fun, enjoyment and amusement to make our afternoons together relaxing and pleasurable.
We invite you to join us, as a member, or as a guest, so that you can learn, explore and enjoy the full potential of your Apple devices.
The Committee would appreciate your feedback.

New Mac or Old Mac, we're here to help you.
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BMUG Assist program
This program is available to all members and we will attempt to
resolve urgent Mac problems.
Jürgen Gross is available to take your call on 5255 4517 to help if
he can or to give you advice about who can.

Make a
HelpDesk
booking...

Members’ marketplace
For sale — 20 inch iMac OS X 10.6 Snow Leopard
Bought 3/6/2008
Processor 2.66 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo
2 Gb 800 MHz DDR2 SD Ram
320 GB Hard Disk
Asking Price $650.00

HelpDesk
Due to lack of demand, this program has
been reviewed and will now only available
during the coffee break. Please endeavour to
book in advance by email or alternatively
contact Jürgen during the coffee break.

BMUG manuals still available (while stocks last)
All manuals are still be available for sale over the counter at our
monthly meetings for $5 each.They are also available by mail
order from the BMUG website. You pay by PayPal, and
purchasers in Australia can have any 3 for $20, including postage
and packing, while international readers can get two for $20.
However, as previously advised, the manuals will no longer be
updated and therefore will have no reference to the newly released
Operating system - OS X Lion.
These manuals will soon be available as free downloads from our
webpage to members only.

Don
’t
For
get

Contact Bryan Addison at:
bad75673@bigpond.net.au
Or Ph. 03 5258 1611 Mob. 0427 581 611

Apple Users Society of Melbourne
We are pleased to once again support the
AUSOM Raffle. Tickets are $5 each and will only
be available at this meeting. Our Club retains
half the proceeds from our ticket sales. This is
your chance to win one of 4 iPad2’s.
Raffle drawn on December 3rd.

New Members Welcome
We welcome all Mac Users. What are you waiting for?
Web: www.bellarinemac.org.au
email: info@bellarinemac.org.au
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Get to know the members of your BMUG Committee...

Email David...

David Dixon,
President,
Manuals Printing,
Hall Bookings.

Peter Baldwin,
Vice-President,
Library Co-ordinator,
Newsletter Editor.

Jürgen Gross,
BMUG Assist
Co-ordinator,
Help Desk Co-Ordinator.

Ian Little
Treasurer.

Peter Oakley,
Membership Assist.

Pat Hollis
Secretary,
Membership.

Prue Paterson,
Web Manager

Greg Melville
Meetings Manager,
Hall & equipment
Co-ordinator.
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